Interest in view interpolation and novel view synthesis is growing. In this paper we show how dense correspondence can be found between needle-maps generated using shape-from-shading, which in turn can be used to generate new needle-maps. From these we can produce novel intermediate views, and also estimates of how each intermediate view would look under different lighting conditions. The approach offers the prospect of creating large sets of realistic views of a scene under different viewing and lighting conditions from a small number of original images.
Introduction
Interest in view interpolation and novel view synthesis has grown rapidly over the last decade. Much of the motivation for this stems from the needs of virtual-and tele-reality, and computer games. Storing a small number of 2-D views of a real object, and estimating how it would look from new viewpoints, has clear attractions compared to creating explicit, accurate 3-D models. Moreover, even a good 3-D model usually requires texture mapping in order to produce realistic-looking images. In contrast, interpolating views of real objects allows realistic images to be created without a model.
View-based object recognition researchers have also explored recognising new views by interpolation or alignment. Although there are various realizations of the idea, the general principal is to compute a compact representation of the 2D appearance of 3D objects under multiple viewing and illumination conditions. For each object, a potentially huge number of images must be be collected for different combinations of pose and lighting. However, it is possible to reduce the number of views needed by using representations that are stable to changes in viewpoint and illumination. Alternatively, new views can be estimated from a small set of sample views, and subsequently matched. For instance, Ullman and Basri have shown how multiple views may be combined for recognising intermediate object poses [16] . This is taken to the limit by Vetter, Beymer and Poggio [7, 2] , who use a single face image to generate many novel views under variable pose, although they also use prior knowledge of the class of face images in the generation of virtual views via warping.
In this paper, we take two of the classic techniques from computer vision -correspondence matching and SFS -and demonstrate that by interpolating pairs of needle-maps it is possible to generate realistic intermediate images. Moreover, since our approach involves producing an intermediate 2.5D representation, it is also possible to re-illuminate both the original and interpolated images over a small but useful range of illuminant directions.
The research reported here is strongly influenced by the work of Scharstein [12, 10] , which describes the use of dense correspondence for view interpolation. Scharstein's basic correspondence algorithm, which uses gradient similarity to find matches, is adapted to work using the surface normal estimates supplied by SFS. We subsequently demonstrate that it is possible to find good, dense correspondences on the basis of surface normal estimates. These can be used to generate intermediate needle-maps which can then be re-illuminated under the same conditions as the original images, or with different lighting.
We demonstrate the approach for stereo image pairs where the calibration information is unknown or unused. In doing so, we assume the goal is to provide realistic, plausible intermediate images that are convincing to a human observer, rather than quantitatively accurate new views.
Background
In most computer graphics and VR applications, objects must be represented as 3D models, often with texture mapping used to improve realism. Constructing such models from passive sensors, particularly cameras, is potentially very attractive. However, the results of image-based model construction, with the possible exception of stereo systems, have typically proved unspectacular. This is particularly true of shape-from-shading (SFS), which has received a great deal of attention since Horn first formulated the problem in the vision literature [5] . Whilst it is clear that one of the motivations of early SFS research was to enable a 3-D representation to be derived from a single image, the difficulties encountered in achieving accurate and robust surface height recovery have proved a serious obstacle to progress in this direction.
In the face of the difficulties in recovering reliable 3D information, many researchers have abandoned the goal of constructing an explicit 3D model using passive methods, and have instead concentrated on direct view synthesis, e.g. [1, 13, 19, 12] . Several recent papers have reported the use of shading information in a view synthesis context. For example, Zhao and Chellappa [22] used SFS to synthesise frontal views of human faces from other views, essentially correcting for the effects of pose and illumination in a face recognition context. Meanwhile, the issue of re-illuminating an image under novel lighting conditions has attracted attention from Belhumeur, Kriegman and Georghiades [3, 4] and Levoy and Hanrahan [6] .
We have shown in [19] that, using a robust and reliable SFS scheme [21] , we can perform crude interpolation between two needle-maps. There, our motivation was to expand a set of images to produce novel views for eigenspace-based recognition, with the aim of producing a manifold for an object from a limited set of views. The view synthesis process in [19] did not make use of correspondence information.
The novel contribution of this paper is to develop a true view synthesis approach using SFS, by making use of dense correspondence between needle-maps. We adapt the correspondence matching approach of Scharstein [10] to work directly with the needle-maps. Subsequently, we generate a new needle-map by transporting normals to an interpolated position. This can then be illuminated, either with the same lighting as the original images. Similarly, the needle-maps of the original images can also be re-illuminated, thus allowing a large set of images of to be synthesised from the original image pair.
Needle-Map Correspondence
The surface normals used for view synthesis in this paper are generated by our curvatureconsistency SFS algorithm, introduced in [21] , although any SFS scheme with reasonable performance could potentially be used. The algorithm performs well on a wide variety of real-world images, avoiding oversmoothing and proving stable to viewpoint changes. Although use of the image irradiance equation as a hard constraint makes the recovered normals susceptible to image noise in terms of the angle subtended between the normal and light-source direction, the direction of the normals in the image plane is relatively stable. Smoothing the image also helps mitigate noise effects.
Ragheb and Hancock [9] have recently reported additional development of this approach to include a specular model. Such enhancements could improve the view synthesis process reported here, since most real images deviate from Lambert's law.
Much of the literature on stereo correspondence focuses on feature-based methods which yield only a sparse correspondence map. Although it is possible to produce a dense mapping by interpolation, view synthesis is generally considered to require a dense map from the outset. Pixel-based matching is possible, for example using the Sum of Squared Differences (SSD) algorithm, but this is notoriously sensitive to local noise and global lighting variations. Robust methods for obtaining dense correspondence have been proposed recently, starting with Scott and Longuet-Higgins [14] . Pilu [8] enhances this algorithm by penalising matches that are not in corresponding regions of each image. Birchfield and Tomasi have applied dynamic programming techniques and a modified cost function that accomodates partial occlusion [15] , while Scharstein [12, 10] proposes an enhanced version of the SSD algorithm, using gradient matching to remove the dependence on absolute brightness values.
Matching on the basis of surface normal estimates introduces new considerations, some of which are dependent on the general camera and lighting arrangement. The direction of the true normal associated with a given surface point is fixed relative to the object, not the viewer. To compensate for the effect of this on the recovered needle-map, we would need to know or estimate the rotation, the latter being a non-trivial task. In light of difficulties encountered in obtaining wide baseline stereo pairs, and to avoid the need to model rotation, in this paper we opt to ignore such issues and concentrate on typical stereo pairs for which any rotation is small. However, another approach would be to use relative rather than absolute normal directions, or to find correspondences using the image gradient or correlation methods, and only introduce the surface normal estimates during the view-synthesis process. However, by matching on the basis of surface normals, we demonstrate the stability of the needle-maps, and mitigate against the interpolation of significantly differing normals.
We also opt to ignore the complex issue of camera calibration, and concentrate on the uncalibrated matching of pixels or needles. Although we fully expect that a reliable calibration step would greatly improve our correspondence estimates, we would be forced to rely on a feature-based correspondence step in the calibration process in order to retain generality of application. Instead, we take advantage of recent advances in uncalibrated stereo matching [14, 12, 10, 8] and adopt a "brute-force" approach to finding correspondences.
Finding Dense Correspondences
The Scharstein [12, 10] approach matches image locations on the basis of gradient directions, making it a natural candidate for extension to needle-maps. The algorithm aims to accumulate evidence for each pixel in image Á with each pixel in Á within the allowable disparity range, in order to yield a disparity map . The process is repeated to find . A smoothing step is usually applied to the evidence values for a given disparity, in order to improve local consistency; i.e. neighbouring pixels are encouraged to have similar disparities. Gaussian smoothing is currently used, with the same kernel size applied for both gradient and normal matching, but there is clear scope for improving the results by applying the apparatus of robust statistics, or relaxation techniques, to reduce the problem of boundary blurring, in which pixels from a different object in a scene are assigned the same disparity as neighbouring pixels belonging to a different object [12] .
Evidence Measure
The evidence measure defined by Scharstein [12, 10] is based on the local image gradients, , and aims to capture both the similarity of the gradients and the confidence in the match using:
The first term of the evidence measure describes the similarity between the two gradient vectors under consideration, while the second term gives a confidence based on the mean length of the two vectors. Thus, weak gradients result in low confidence regardless of their similarity. When matching needle-maps, the normals are unit vectors so the lengths are not relevant. Thus, we can change the evidence measure to concentrate on the similarity between the normals. To do this, we adopt the following revised evidence measure:
where AE and AE are a pair of needle-maps. The use of the exponential aims to encourage good matches and penalise poor matches. We scale the measure to give a maximum value of ·½, although this formulation produces a minimum value of slightly less than ½. Figure 1 illustrates the properties of this evidence measure.
View Synthesis
Our correspondence process based on AE ½ and AE ¾ will recover a pair of disparity maps ½¾ and ¾½ . Each element of ½¾ describes the displacement, in pixels, from the normal in AE ½ to the corresponding normal in AE ¾ , and vice-versa. Clearly, the two disparity maps should be roughly symmetrical if our correspondence algorithm is successful. If the 
and similarly for ¾ and ¾ .
Process Summarȳ
Apply SFS to recover needle-maps from both images Find dense correspondence between needle-maps and find the disparities 
Experiments
In the following experiments we aim to demonstrate that we can generate realistic interpolated views using needle-maps and re-illumination.
Correspondence and View Synthesis
We illustrate the correspondence results for a stereo pair of images of a Mars rock in Figure 2 . It is clear that the quality of the correspondences is similar between the gradient and normals matching, although without ground-truth it is not possible to make a quantitative performance assessment. Note that in both approaches, some of the matches are between vectors which differ significantly. These matches could be eliminated by thresholding on the evidence measure, but would lead to more sampling holes in the interpolated views. In Figure 3 we illustrate the results of interpolating between a pair of stereo images of the surface of Mars. We see that both the gradient-and needle-map-based interpola-tion processes produce realistic intermediate views. Figure 5 illustrates the needle-map interpolations for three other stereo image pairs. Note that the needle-map correspondence process works even though the images are not ones which would normally have SFS applied to them, due to the good stability of the SFS process used.
It is clear that the interpolated images include hole artefacts. These are due to a mixture of sampling gaps, and the presence of scene points that are visible in one view but not the other. Small sampling gaps can be addressed by interpolating neighbouring normals, whereas holes due to occlusion and discontinuities need more careful treatment. The two cases can be distinguished by considering that a large difference in the disparity estimate from each image indicating a partial-occlusion hole [12] . In this case, interpolation will cause discontinuities to be smoothed, so extrapolation from the view in which the region is visible would be more appropriate. The use of SFS introduces the potential for noise sensitivity in the recovery of surface normals, which may adversely affect the correspondence matching. In practice, our SFS scheme [21] is sufficiently stable that good normals can be obtained by applying light Gaussian smoothing prior to matching. In Figure 4 we illustrate this by synthesising views from corrupted versions of the Mars stereo pair.
Reillumination
As the previous section illustrates, it is possible to generate realistic novel views of a scene using needle-maps. This does not in itself represent a significant advance on direct image interpolation methods, and scarcely justifies the overhead introduced by SFS. However, if we subsequently re-illuminate the interpolated needle-map with different lighting conditions, we can generate images which are not obtainable using image interpolation. To achieve this, we again assume Lambertian reflectance and constant albedo, so that the image intensity is simply given by the dot product of the normal estimate and the new light-source direction. More complex lighting and reflectance models should yield more realistic results. ½ pixel is applied before SFS recovery to reduce noise sensitivity. model causes the process to break down for large changes in lighting direction, it is nonetheless clear that we can obtain realistic novel views under different lighting conditions which would convince a human observer if presented in a moving sequence.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have taken initial steps towards demonstrating that correspondence between a pair of needle-maps can be established for use in view synthesis. Even using a very simple interpolation process, and ignoring many of the complications that arise in multiple-view representations of scenes, realistic views are produced. Moreover, interpolating needlemaps enables generation a much larger set of realistic images from a given pair of original images.
The scope for direct enhancements to the early methods presented here is wide. Most urgent is the need to add a robust calibration step to the process, in order to rectify the images and needle-maps and allow epipolar constraints to be used. The change in normal directions due to viewpoint changes must also be modelled and predicted. Currently, we assume that these are sufficiently small that they can be neglected, but this is clearly not the case for wider baseline stereo, and for non-stereo applications such as interpolating between views of a rotating object. Once this incorporated, it will be possible to provide quantitative assessment of the interpolation quality using widely-adopted datasets featuring multiple views of objects. There is also scope to consider higher-order evidence measures, such as relative normal direction or local curvature.
To generate realistic novel views without artefacts, we need to add hole-filling methods to the process. Since the needle-maps describe local surface orientation of each view, it is anticipated that where partial occlusion is identified, the ability to extrapolate from a single view to fill the resulting holes will be greatly enhanced compared to raw image interpolation.
